Right-hippocampal contralateral-hand effect in the recall of spatial location in the tactual modality.
The recall of spatial location in the tactual modality was investigated in 53 patients with unilateral temporal lobectomy, one patient with bilateral hippocampal damage and 23 normal control subjects. Using only active touch, blindfolded subjects had to locate the position of a map pin within a circular space and then recall its position after a 12- or 24-sec delay. Left temporal-lobe patients (N = 23) were found to perform normally as were right temporal-lobe patients with removals that did not exceed the pes of the hippocampus (N = 22). In contrast, right temporal-lobe patients with large hippocampal excision (N = 8) were impaired on the 24-sec (but not at the 12-sec) delay condition. When performance of the two hands was compared, no difference was found for the left-temporal, right-temporal-small-hippocampal-removal and normal control groups. In contrast, for the right temporal-large-hippocampal-removal group performance on the hand contralateral to the side of temporal lobectomy (left hand) was impaired, whereas right-hand performance in this group was normal. The patient with bilateral hippocampal damage was inferior to the most impaired patient with unilateral temporal lobectomy. These findings suggest that the right and left medial-temporal regions differ in their functional relationships to cerebral areas mediating tactual processing, intact right medial-temporal structures being involved in tactuo-spatial retention bimanually while left medial-temporal structures serve a more specific role confined to the contralateral (right) hand.